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CHAPTER 4:  SURPRISES  

 Apart from that one wintery poem, I don’t seem to have suffered terribly over Robert’s 

leaving. Our love simply ran out its splendid course without anguish, and while he stayed with 

Chas, we saw each other frequently as dearest friends. A week after the prophetic Tarot reading 

when he left for the airport, our parting was without tears, our eyes soft not with sorrow but with 

good wishes and gratitude, a perfect way to say goodbye. As smoothly as we’d come together, 

we moved apart, both richer for our four months of incomparable closeness. 

 In his absence I now had Katyusha to remind me of bonnie Bobbie, though I didn’t pay 

her any more attention than necessary to keep her fed and freshly littered. Used to Robert’s 

gentle affections and now doing without, she still paid me little attention beyond accepting the 

food and toilet facilities I offered. Our relationship was civil but purely functional. I believe she 

missed Robert far more than I did. I was used to relationships ending.  

 On the other hand, although Charles took good care of Lorro, I related quite congenially 

with the parrot. He found it amusing that I conversed with both creatures in Russian. Katyusha 

ignored me but clearly understood when called “na ob-yet” (to supper), and Lorro soon learned 

to mimic my cheery greeting of “pa-pu-guy-ka” (little parrot) and “kag-di-la” (How’s it going?). 

She liked to sit on my shoulder and giggle uncannily like me. Maybe because his voice was 

lower than mine, Lorro never learned any words from Charles. 

 Without Robert occupying my attention anymore, Charles and I slipped right back into 

our companionable closeness while working on the house for Glen. We finished off the parlor 

walls and woodwork first with tasteful hues of blue and green and the next weekend refinished 

the wooden floor. Robert had nicely stripped the old white paint off the kitchen cabinets, and we 

quickly repainted them with a faux wood-grain.   

 In his two months on Independence Avenue, Robert had accomplished a great deal of the 

rehab work, also beautifully repairing the dilapidated plaster on walls and ceiling in the dining 

room. We followed up with pale gold paint and a beautiful red paisley wallpaper on the back 

wall. The ornate detail was boggling. As did Glen, I greatly appreciated Charles’s aesthetic sense 

and his knowledge and ingenuity about painting and refinishing. Just like while I was building 

my bed-cave, I learned hugely from my mind-mate about so many things, including architectural 

and historical lore.  

 In addition, Charles informed me of important news from the outside world. Though in 

DC it’s hard not to note such things, in my total involvement with Robert and the jungle privy, I 

learned from Charles about Nixon’s inauguration and big parade on January 20. And though it no 

longer bore any significance for my life, I heard from him on January 22 about the Supreme 

Court’s Roe V. Wade decision—and on January 27 about the Paris Peace Accords ending the 

war in Viet Nam. (That piece of history would be significant for me a few years later.)   

 His latest news brief came while we were re-tiling the kitchen floor in later March. 

There’d been a break-in at a Democratic Party office in that incredible new hotel over by the 

Kennedy Center called the Watergate. It was all far too political for me (with my head off on an 

alien planet), to care much about, but it soon turned into total media madness, a real circus. Like 

it or not, I started getting updates even at work.  

 Folks there rarely talked about anything, but suddenly they were all abuzz about the 

President being involved. I really didn’t care one way or the other and concentrated on my 

interesting newspapers and magazines from another planet right here in our solar system. The 

totally alien planet of my sci-fi novel was even more fascinating.  
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 In fact, as I got deeper into it and wasn’t so distracted by my private life, my research 

analysis at the office got a lot more interesting. (Getting a surprise $50/month raise on graduating 

from temporary in late February possibly helped.) By now I’d learned that as long as I was 

reading something and grinding out those abstracts, the bosses were cool. So I also read things 

about stuff with no earthly connection to our “classified topics.”  

 It was like a total immersion course in geography of Eastern Europe and the Soviet 

Union, a huge chunk of the earth’s surface I’d only known before through their languages. Now 

my feet were figuratively planted on that foreign ground, and I was reading about places from 

Vladivostok to East Berlin, including astounding Siberia and its rivers and those other-worldly 

republics in Central Asia like Kazakhstan, Tajikistan…  

  A perfectly mind-blowing surprise came 

from reading an article about how the Russians 

broke Hitler’s back in the Great Patriotic War 

(WWII) at the Battle of Stalingrad. On top of the 

hill-sized Kurgan (burial mound) of Mamai (a 

Mongol Khan of Russia in the 13th century), they 

raised a statue of Mother Russia lifting her sword 

and beckoning the country on to attack the Huns.  

  At two hundred seventy-nine feet, she may 

still be the tallest statue in the world, the grandest 

monument I can imagine—except maybe Tolkien’s 

mountains carved into statues of Isildur and Anárion 

on the River Anduin—and he imagined those. (That 

impressive memorial to Crazy Horse being carved 

out of a mountain in the Black Hills could wind up 

being grander if it ever gets finished.) I’m gratified 

that the heroic city’s name has now reverted to 

Volgograd in honor of the mighty Volga River. 

Check out those people on the steps and then notice 

all those tiny specks at her base. They’re people too.  

     The Motherland Calls, Volgograd, Russia             It gives you quite a perspective on her immensity. 

 I think it was around the end of March when a young guy got hired as another Research 

Analyst and put at the desk facing mine. Another Richard (Ryszard), the blond bespectacled 

fellow was Polish and would work mostly on that, Czech and German, which was a relief for me. 

This friendly Rysza was also fluent in Russian, and over magazines and newspapers, we chatted 

“po-russki,” sometimes about classified tidbits we’d found for abstracts, but more often about 

curious facts and fascinating stuff. At first the boss-man, who didn’t know a foreign language 

from a hole in the ground, got uppity about our talking so much, but we easily explained that it 

was all research analysis, and he cooled his jets. 

 We quickly established that Rysza was straight, which was fine by me. I was again back 

in the frame of mind of not looking for another, where I found, as Robert once said, a peace 

complete—not in another, but in the certainty that all in good time there would be another. Life 

required one to get on with it and not just wait around for another. Thinking about my art, alien 

worlds, varnishing floors, and cosmopolitan trivia well satisfied my emotional life for the time 

being, and whenever that other happened to show up… 
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 Now that I think about my peaceful certainty that there would be another and decision not 

to just wait around, I’m tempted to think it was a symptom of maturing. The previous fall in New 

Orleans I’d finally come to a certain peaceful expectation of another and patiently awaited his 

arrival, but before that through my earlier 20s, I’d desperately hoped for another as soon as 

possible. For the young slut I was before that, however, it wasn’t even an issue—my hands were 

full with a parade of others. And just imagine:  Even before that, as an adolescent virgin, I’d 

agonized about ever finding anyone at all. 

 (To follow that apparent progression forward, my new peaceful certainty at 30 carried me 

well into middle age when I began to doubt there would ever be another, doubts occasionally 

disproven but never dispelled. Later when I got certifiably old, I ceased even to believe in yet 

another, which turned out to be true. Now in my dotage I can’t and don’t imagine…)  

 Such philosophical ruminations aside, Richard the newly mature Research Analyst was 

sufficiently satisfied with his domestic and professional lives (with regular weekend nights out 

dancing chastely at the L&F). Rehabbing the house with Charles was an aesthetic adventure, and 

analyzing research with Rysza turned work into an intellectual and social one. With exuberant 

spring starting, Charles and I also wandered the streets admiring new flowers and scoping out old 

houses for sale, but none of them seemed just right yet.    

 Socializing with Rysza took a surprising new turn when we started taking our lunch break 

at his apartment, which with serious European practicality happened to be on the second floor of 

a building right next door to the office. We had ample time to lunch and then share a joint or two, 

which made for intense conversation both at the apartment and back our desks. Likewise, our 

analysis of the newspapers and magazines improved significantly.  

     I had great fun whipping off abstracts of only tenuous relevance 

to “classified” subjects. The boss being primarily interested in our 

volume, I scored lots of brownie points. Soon I’d racked up enough 

that he assigned me to report monthly to the CIA. To my good news, 

Charles excitedly said his mother always told him to hitch his wagon 

to a star. (We had indeed hitched our wagons to each other, but I felt 

I was really the one hitched to a star.) They drove me out to McLean 

to the CIA headquarters where I sat down with about ten dark suits, 

who listened intently to me summarize my month’s work and to my 

keen eye, had obviously read none of it. I expect the spooks were 

intimidated by my remarkably stylish waxed mustache. I remember it  

   Richard the RA at the CIA      being as stiff as a board! 

 In mid-April for Easter, I took the Amtrak overnight to Gainesville to see the family—

actually to the train station in Waldo just north of there—and a party got going in the club car. At 

each station about a dozen of us long-haulers welcomed new travelers and bid bye-bye to those 

reaching their destinations. In South Carolina at the Florence station, a lanky pleasant fellow 

joined our carouse, and we connected while conversing lightly in the gregarious group chats. 

When I excused myself for the restroom, Florence followed me unbeknownst and molested me 

nicely—my first and last time for public lavatory sex. We find others in surprising places. 

 The holiday with family was a shot in my paternal arm. Impressed by my mustache, Jake 

and Aimée saw their Daddy now as an important intelligence worker and were appropriately 

respectful in our effusive affections. Barbara was just thrilled at how well my job was going and 

real glad I’d be buying a house with Charles. 
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 As I mentioned, working with Rysza also became a social adventure. I met his beautiful 

Serbian girlfriend Angelia and went out with them to dinners. One night I brought Chas along 

with us to see the movie of “Godspell.” (Chas later arranged some of its music for a local church 

concert.) I much preferred the sci-fi thriller I’d seen the week before with Charles for my 31st 

birthday, “Soylent Green.” It gave my inspiration for the novel a major goose. 

 In early May Angelia invited me to her grandfather’s huge party for his name-day. (In the 

Orthodox tradition, one’s patron saint’s day was at least as important as the birthday.) Well, it 

turned out her grandfather was the former President of Serbia living in exile in Bethesda. She 

said he was trying to outlive Tito and return to power. Meeting the very old man rather briefly, I 

pulled out my rusty Serbian to say I was honored to attend his party and wished him good luck. 

 The food was out of this world, actually from the Serbian world, and the crowd of terribly 

sophisticated émigré nobility impressed me seriously. The late arrival of a young man turned all 

heads and almost broke my neck. He was ethereally handsome in a glorious Czarist uniform with 

epaulets, cape, and shiny boots and medals on his chest. Angelia whispered to me that this was 

Prince Yuri Somebody. She had me at Prince, and I needed no more to go into a trance. 

 The Prince made gracious rounds of greetings, starting with the ancient President, and 

moving formally through the other sophisticates with Russian pleasantries and patter in French. 

When Angelia introduced me, he shook my hand firmly and said in Russian that he’d hoped to 

meet her new friend. I wondered why. My clever bilingual reply, “Enchanté, vashe blagorodiye” 

(Enchanted, your highness), made him laugh exquisitely.  

 When he moved on, Angelia leaned in to say, “Yuri loves to put on the dog.” I stood in 

awe of his royalty, but mostly of his beauty. Here was another in whom I could easily find peace 

complete, but no way was it going to happen. I watched the Prince until I simply couldn’t take it 

anymore and left the party like Cinderella—before my coach turned back into a pumpkin.  

 When he heard about my being touched by royalty (on the hand and in the head), Charles 

laughed and said I should’ve invited my Prince for a candlelit dinner to find out how noble he 

really was. Then he told me how at ten he’d once met Queen Elizabeth and even bowed to her. I 

laughed to think of myself at ten meeting a Queen. Meeting a Prince at 31 was all I could take. 

When I saw Angelia again, she reported that Yuri had said he loved my mustache. 

 When I got home from work that Friday, I found Charles entertaining several folks from 

his office, showing off our rehab work. They complimented my wood-graining technique on the 

kitchen cabinets. With them was a young very black guy, an office intern, who gave me a shy, 

knowing smile with his classically full lips, wide nose, and gleaming big doe-eyes.  

 As the others were leaving, I suavely invited the attractive fellow, whose name I sadly 

can’t recall anymore, to check out my customized boudoir in the basement. He merely glanced at 

my bed-cave, grabbed me up in his strong arms, and kissed me with those great soft lips. Jaded 

though I was, I almost fainted at this surprising kiss with a Negro, but the spicy, almost herbal 

fragrance of the African prince revived me quicker than smelling salts—or poppers.  

 Secluded in my bed-cave, we did the necessary exploring of our so different bodies, and I 

found his nether regions intoxicating, his bottom beyond callipygian. My first time fucking a 

black man more than redeemed unrequited longings of yore for Zaya, Dolph, and Tyrone.* 

When I came down from heaven, this deliciously dark intern said he was too scared to fuck a 

white guy, but I urged him to be brave. Giving him his turn in heaven, I kept hearing that song 

from “Hair”:  Black boys are delicious, chocolate flavored love… 

# 
* For Tyrone:  LORD WIND, Ch. 5.4, TEMPEST; Dolph (under an alias):  DIVINE DEBAUCH, Ch. 20, VIRTUE 

REWARDED; and Zaya (fictionally):  BAT IN A WHIRLWIND, Ch. 14, HOTTER THAN THE DICKENS. 
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 While Charles’s office folks were in the house, Katyusha played up to some of them as 

sluttish cats selectively do, but in spite of my offers of a cute kitten for free, nobody took her off 

my hands. When the brave intern left rather later, I tried again, but he also declined. Charles 

suggested tongue-in-cheek that I just put her back out on the window sill where I found her, 

noting that May was almost hot, so she wouldn’t freeze. At least I think he was joking. 

 In the morning he asked me to take Lorro to the pet store and get her nails clipped. They 

were quite long, distinctly sharp through my shirt as she perched on my shoulder. I felt quite the 

romantic pirate parading down East Capitol with a parrot singing a Spanish song. First thing in 

the shop I asked if they wanted a cute kitten to sell, but no dice. The lady-clerk said they didn’t 

trim pets’ toenails but loaned me some big clippers and told me how to do it. 

 While Lorro perched on my left hand giggling suspiciously, with the clippers in my right, 

I carefully approached one of her nails around my finger and chopped. Instantly Lorro reached 

down and chomped on my index finger, her sharp beak piercing it to the bone, and in startled 

reaction I yelled and flung the flightless bird to the floor.  

 Unhurt, she scrambled to her feet, looked up at me, and whined pitiably, “Papuguyka!” I 

picked her up and with bleeding finger set to the nail-clipping again, and properly chastened, 

Lorro let me do the job without further protest. Informing me that parrots often bit, the clerk 

helped me wash my wound and put a bandage on it. On the way home, I scolded the parrot with 

every Russian insult I could think of, but she just laughed. 

 That afternoon Charles and I were to start on the bathroom upstairs (definitely not as a 

Rousseau painting), and as it was only mid-morning, I resorted to my sci-fi opus, though my 

finger hurt a bit holding the pen. In the past couple months I’d again written a lot in a broad, 

almost scholarly vein about the alien world, about the geography, climate, and the various 

species of the intelligent life-forms. I’d developed a good concept of the whole scene and with 

that goose of inspiration from “Soylent Green,” I’d immediately dived into the story.  

 This time the point of entry was literally that:  when the alien observer arrived on the 

planet. The writing went well through the initial observations, first contact with a life-form 

(anthropomorphic bird), and subsequent contacts with its tribe. The “body-snatching” sequence, 

though hard to fashion, turned out decently, as did the unique social events of the avian folk. 

Today’s work with sore finger was to take things to the next level, and I hit the wall.  

 This far into the novel, I suddenly realized it was a dead-end and threw my pen, like 

Lorro, down on the floor in disgust. Charles gave me cold comfort saying that art often is false-

starts, and if it’s a good idea, we just have to start over. Well, when you got right down to it, I 

wasn’t all that wild about my idea anymore and filed it away with my former attempt.  

 Instead of agonizing over my artistic stumble, I set out with Charles to the Eastern 

Market area. Glen met us at two addresses he was thinking about scooping up but would be 

happy if we wanted to buy one of them. Wandering through the open houses, we found both of 

them pleasant enough but nothing that lit our fire. I thought the one with a nice yard was 

interesting, but we decided Glen should grab them both and make more bundles of bucks. 

 We stopped for a coffee break before going back to our rehab work and discussed house 

prospects. When Charles suggested checking out other parts of town, I asked what exactly we 

were looking for. He thought Capitol Hill was too low-class and hoped to find a great historical 

house, which made sense from his professional perspective. With his typical exuberance, he 

added that since we were both high-born princesses, we should live in a grand castle. That 

prospect rather appealed to me, especially if it came with servants. 
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 Nearly a year living in DC had proven more exciting and interesting than anywhere else, 

with the arguable exception of New Orleans ten years before. Arkansas, Seattle, Ann Arbor, and 

Milwaukee weren’t even in the running. Besides finding the great job, living in neat houses with 

super friends, and a high-style nightlife at the Lost & Found, there were so many lovely sights to 

see. I didn’t mention it at the time, but in early March the cherry-blossom festival, the last thing 

Robert and I did together, knocked my eyes out. Though I’d seen so much of the city, one of the 

sights I had yet to enjoy was the National Gallery of Art.  

 That’s one reason why I jumped at the chance when the next Friday over lunch at Rysza’s 

(with joints for dessert), Angelia invited me along with them on Saturday. The other reason was 

that Prince Yuri had asked that she bring me. His royal wish my command, we met at the 

colonnaded entrance to the museum. Not in uniform but elegantly dressed, he shook my hand, 

again firmly, and hoped we could get to know each other. We spoke in Russian and within 

moments were “na ty” (informal/intimate), but I saw no intimate purpose in his blue eyes. 

 Strolling through the galleries, Angelia and Rysza kept at a discrete distance, leaving 

Yuri and me to make acquaintance. Quite soon, by a dismal Rembrandt, the Prince said when he 

saw me at the party, he wanted to know about my life—his own had been so boring. He listened 

intently, strolling from one painting to another, while I told him about the kid in the backwoods, 

the debauched youth in New Orleans’ French Quarter, the reluctant husband and father, and the 

divorced gay man coming out for the second time—who’d become a poet and artist.  

 Taking my hand, Yuri said he’d suspected the gay poet at the party—as I should well 

know, when you’re beautiful, you can easily see any desire in others’ eyes. I appreciated his 

subtle compliment but saw no desire in his eyes. By Monet’s sunny garden at Vethueil, I 

remarked on Monet as my favorite impressionist and seeing a lot of his work at the Chicago 

Institute of Art. Yuri shyly admitted having never been to Chicago or even to New York. 

 The Prince had gone to school in a deadly fancy place in Paris and ever since had lived 

here in Bethesda with his family in a huge house by Rock Creek Park. Being a royal, albeit 

émigré, was like being in prison—trapped in a gilded cage. He was born in Baltimore (like me 

but six years later), and his father died when he was nine, so he inherited the title. All the same, 

he couldn’t do anything without his huge family’s approval, and especially that of his mother, 

also a Princess. Ambling past more magnificent Monets, Yuri lamented that they just let him out 

to sell real estate in Virginia and make piles of money. He’d only gotten away today for two 

hours to meet the CIA operative from President G.’s party. That was politically important… 

 Perhaps impertinently I asked about love affairs, and my imprisoned Prince sighed. No 

girlfriends allowed—until he found an acceptably (to the family) noble bride. He was really 

attracted to Angelia (down the way chattering beautifully with Rysza), but a grand-daughter of a 

mere President didn’t make the grade, and besides, she didn’t want this kind of life in a cage. 

 A true Russian, Yuri philosophically added that everyone lives in a cage, only some are 

more visible, even gilded, than others. All we can do is sit in our cages, gilded or not, and sing 

our hearts out. Just as he was thanking me for singing so beautifully, Angelia came over to tell 

Yuri his chauffeur was probably outside waiting… He beat his wings against the gilded bars and 

said, “Prashchay, druzhok moy dorogoy” (Farewell, my dear friend). I asked if he’d like a cute 

kitten named Yekaterina, and chuckling, he declined—his valet would have a fit. 

 Leaving Angelia and Rysza, I pondered the cage I’d build for myself to sit in and sing. A 

castle for a princess as Charles suggested? I reported to my dear friend that my handsome Prince 

was indeed a noble bird—even had servants! But sadly, he was afraid to break out of his cage. 
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 It was as presumptuous of me to tell Yuri I was a poet as to claim being an artist. One 

hippie jungle bathroom did not an artist make, and I hadn’t written any poetry for a good while. 

But those were my aspirations. In mid-May Chas surprised me by asking for three short poems to 

set to music for a choral concert in June. He wanted pastorales (?) relating to morning, noon, and 

night. Those parameters gave me a lot of room to play around, and it was a very new experience 

writing words when you really didn’t have anything in particular to say. 

 In fact, I had a hard time with the commission, especially with the first segment, trying to 

convey morning in a setting. I chose a morning ritual, matins, for an overgrown haiku:  
 

Under the shadowed arches of an abbey chapel, 

The muted voices of a choir dispel the darkness 

And swell in greeting the first glow of morning. 
 

Chas liked it for the musicality of muted voices swelling, and the progression from dark to light, 

but I was troubled by the religious overtones. 

 The second part, mid-day, for some ungodly reason struck me as early winter, and I again 

played with light and sound, essentially to no point other than atmosphere: 
 

The day is soft with winter, whether cloud or sun, 

The bushes and streets now quieter, more amber, 

And leaves crisp underfoot, their gold gone brown. 
 

I told Chas it was my challenge to him to compose colors, especially to distinguish between 

amber, gold, and brown, and to create the sound of crisp leaves crunching. 

 The third pastorale came out as a perverse nocturne:  
 

Too many lights conspire to steal the wonder of dusk— 

Sodium vapor street lights hide the splendors of stars. 

Let’s go into a field beneath the sky darker than blue 

Where myriad galaxies shine their glory in the night. 
 

The challenge here for Chas was to make “sodium vapor street lights” sing. I also charged him to 

do the splendors of stars and myriad galaxies even better than Gustav Holst. 

 Even now I don’t think I did such a bad job—passable poetic hack work. The verses were 

certainly better than my earlier Polish socialist-realism anthem for Gdańsk. Chas was unbothered 

by the challenges I posed and attacked them with vigor. I wasn’t to hear the fruits of his labors 

till June 8 at St. Patrick’s Episcopal Church, and by then I’d have forgotten to listen for how he 

dealt with the challenges. Collaborating with a real composer gave me enormous satisfaction and 

validated my literary aspirations, though at the moment I had nothing in particular to say. 

 If only the artist part of my pretensions had been easier to validate. When I told Charles I 

desperately wanted to paint a picture or draw something, he told me to go paint a wall—if you 

did it perfectly, it amounted to the same thing, just simpler. Actually, if you made wall-painting 

into a kind of meditation, it was an act of creation. It felt like very modern art, all in one color. 

Even more so when Charles taught me to paint a historically correct stippled texture in one of the 

bedrooms. All the same, I longed to paint a dramatic mural in the hallway. 

 This new approach to art was as much a gift from Charles as a revelation from a book 

Rysza gave me, “The Teachings of Don Juan” by Carlos Castaneda. Besides his concept of 

impeccability of action, I appreciated the shaman’s approach to the psychedelic experience. 
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 On Friday of the next week, just before the parade-less Memorial Day weekend, at the 

office I got a real surprise. The boss sent me to the main building to do more research. Since the 

Cold War and the Soviet Union are now long gone, I’ll reveal this much:  In an abstract I’d 

reported a new inland waterway (of which the Soviets had a huge number), and now I had to 

check the “literature” on it. At the LOC with ID card in hand, I noted catalog call-numbers and 

went into the labyrinthine stacks to follow up. It felt like exploring the Mines of Moria (see: 

“Lord of the Rings”). By four o’clock I was back at the office with a lot more information on it. 

 Rysza invited me up to his apartment after work, promising that Angelia had a surprise 

for me, and so did he. His lovely girlfriend said that Yuri had suddenly decided to travel around 

the country writing about his experiences. Of course he’d had a showdown with Princess Mother 

but won out—except that his valet, Maksim Mikhailovich, had to go along with him. Angelia 

explained that Maksim took care of all Yuri’s personal arrangements, but she was sure the Prince 

would occasionally manage to slip away on his own.  

 She added that Yuri was now growing a mustache and then gave me a note to “Mileyshiy 

moy drug Ruslan” (My dearest friend Ruslan—I’d told him my chosen name). In it he wrote in 

an elegant Russian hand that meeting me had made him realize he didn’t have to just sit in his 

cage and sing. He could take it with him to see the cities where I’d lived, starting with New 

Orleans, then Seattle and other places like Chicago to view their Monets. I regretted to my chums 

that those cities would look nothing like in my own times there. Yuri signed off with gratitude 

for changing his life, fond wishes for my poetry, and a command to keep on singing. (Like so 

many other friends and lovers, I neither saw nor heard from Yuri ever again.) 

 Angelia and Rysza comforted me for this near-miss love affair with my first (and only) 

experience of smoking his promised surprise—hashish. With Don Juan’s teachings in mind, we 

three approached it as a shamanic ritual. I marveled at the awakening it brought, far wider and 

deeper than the merely heightened awareness and sharpened focus of marijuana. When Rysza 

started talking about other planes of reality, I saw into and felt those other dimensions. When he 

slipped into Polish, I awkwardly followed, but Angelia complained (in Serbian) that she 

couldn’t. She hauled us back into Russian by discussing the essence of the flowers on the table.  

 During her expostulation, I sensed that it was now time for me to leave, their body 

language telling me eloquently they’d soon make love. So, still higher than a kite, I tramped 

homeward with a wide and deep awareness of reality. Everywhere I looked, whatever I saw, 

shouted lines of poetry to me, exquisite but forgotten immediately, and then I thought of Yuri—a 

real love affair with a straight man without a kiss, a chaste self-connection like that with my 

Indian Desai,* but lasting only two brief meetings. My Prince had come—and gone. 

 At my news of Yuri’s breaking out of his cage, Charles called me a romantic hero for 

rescuing a handsome Prince in distress, and I felt truly and poignantly heroic. Then my dear 

friend sprang his own surprise on me. He’d found us the perfect house! It was in the new Logan 

Circle Historic District on Rhode Island Avenue, a brick Victorian with a round bay.  

 He described the interior in incredible detail, creating scenes in my altered mind of 

fascinating clarity and beauty:  spacious rooms with high ceilings and frieze-moldings, huge 

windows (some with stained glass), an oaken dog-leg staircase in the entrance hall, a walnut 

break-front in the dining room, fireplaces there and in the huge parlor, and dadoes with ornate 

Lincrusta panels. He lost me at the dadoes and panels, but I caught up in the several upstairs 

bedrooms and the vast stairwell with its stained-glass skylight. I was sold on it sight unseen—a 

splendid castle for noble princesses. 

# 
* On my guru Desai (under an alias), see DIVINE DEBAUCH or (as himself), see THERE WAS A SHIP. 
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Elevations of 1320 Rhode Island Ave NW (middle house), 

from The Logan Circle Historic Preservation Area Report, August 1973 
 

 The above photo and drawing of the house Charles found were likely made shortly before 

we bought the place. I don’t know what those streaks are inside the front door, and there was no 

tree in front. The houses on both sides were desolately empty (see the boards in the windows), as 

were almost all the other houses on both sides of the Avenue. Directly across from us was a large 

beaux artes apartment building called the Rockingham still lived in but not for long. For urban 

renewal purposes, it had been left out of the Historic District. 

 I called our new place the Last Homely House (“Lord of the Rings” again), on Desolation 

Row. Only six blocks north of the White House, it stood just up the Avenue from 14th Street 

NW, the focus of the 1969 riots and now considered the epicenter of the slum. This less than 

fashionable location was why we were able to buy it for a song. In the brown-stone trim above 

the front door were carved four hands holding bells above an Irish harp. 

 We abandoned Independence Avenue to Glen’s rehab workers and moved into the Four 

Bells (and all’s well!), in early June, celebrating the occasion with the performance of Chas’s 

“Three Pastorales.” Our first three days were frantic with clearing out mountains of debris and 

tearing down the flimsy partition walls creating a warren of small rooms. Previously the many 

rooms had been rented out to poor students, the parlor cut into three tiny ones, two windowless, 

like the Soviets’ student housing in Ilf & Petrov’s hilarious novel “The Twelve Chairs.”  

 The second-floor rear bedroom was marginally livable, and after scrubbing the floor, I 

parked my futon there. It had bright southeast windows on either side of a fireplace (inoperative) 

that were great for my chlorophyll kids. I set up Katyusha’s accommodations beside my room on 

the landing of the servants’ stairs. With Lorro, Charles took the third-floor front with rounded 

bay and fireplace on the side wall. With a tiny hotplate and fridge on the third-floor landing of 

the servants’ stairs, we had livable amenities and proceeded to work our butts off shoveling out 

revolting trash and cleaning up the excavated spaces. Filthy work for princesses… 

 My first night’s sleep was troubled by the newness and constant police sirens, the second 

much easier for being exhausted, and the third restless from excitement—and more sirens. The 

next morning I trounced happily down the grand stairs in my underwear and had no sooner set 

bare foot on the floor than my legs were covered with fleas!  

### 


